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K.W. Mitchinson
Defending Albion: Britain's Home Army 1908-1919 (Studies in Military and Strategic History (Palgrave Macmillan (Firm))), K. W. Mitchinson. Part of the propaganda effort conducted by virtually every government at war is to picture the enemy soldiers as blood thirsty heathens raping and pillaging their way through the countries they've invaded. Dear Albion Community, On my recent campaign to #MakeAlbionGreatAgain, I have taken it upon myself to combat people on forums who are spreading misinformation about the game and in fact are ruining the experience for others who may want to try the game. To this end, I require the help of the Albion Online community as I battle the internet trolls of the website mmorpg.com. See our disclaimer. Defending Albion: Britain's Home Army 1908-1919 Defending Albion is the first published study of Britain's response to the threat of invasion from across the North Sea in the first two decades of the Twentieth Century. It examines the emergency schemes designed to confront an enemy landing and the prob.